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Abstract
We prove a variation of Thompson’s Theorem. Namely, if the first column of the character
table of a finite group G contains only two distinct values not divisible by a given prime number
p ą 3, then Opp
1
pp
1
pGq “ 1. This is done by using the classification of finite simple groups.
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1 Introduction
Many problems in the character theory of finite groups deal with character degrees and prime
numbers. For instance, the Itoˆ-Michler theorem ([13],[20]) asserts that a prime p does not divide
χp1q for any χ P IrrpGq if and only if the group G has a normal abelian Sylow p-subgroup. As
usual, we denote by IrrpGq the set of complex irreducible characters of G and by Irrp1pGq the subset
of IrrpGq consisting of irreducible characters of degree coprime to p. If we write cdpGq for the set
of character degrees of G and cdp1pGq for the subset of cdpGq consisting of those character degrees
not divisible by p, the Itoˆ-Michler theorem deals with the situation when cdp1pGq “ cdpGq. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, we have a theorem of Thompson ([29]) showing that if cdp1pGq “ t1u,
then G has a normal p-complement. In [1], Berkovich showed that in this situation, G is solvable,
using the Classification of Finite Simple Groups.
In [9], a variation on Thompson’s theorem for two primes is studied. Namely, it is shown
there that if G has only one character with degree coprime to two different primes, then G is
trivial. In this paper, we offer another variation on Thompson’s theorem by describing finite
groups G such that |cdp1pGq| “ 2. Thompson’s theorem may equivalently be viewed in terms of
Opp
1
pGq, where Opp
1
pGq “ Op
1
pOppGqq. Namely, Thompson’s theorem says that if cdp1pGq “ 1
then Opp
1
pGq “ 1. Similarly, we will denote by Opp
1pp1pGq the group Opp
1
pOpp
1
pGqq and prove a
corresponding statement for the case |cdp1pGq| “ 2.
Theorem A. Let G be a finite group and let p ą 3 be a prime. Suppose that |cdp1pGq| “ 2. Then
G is solvable and Opp
1pp1pGq “ 1.
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We remark that Theorem A answers Problem 5.3 of [21], which suggested that groups satisfying
|cdp1pGq| “ 2 must be p-solvable. It is already said in [21] that there are many examples of non-
solvable groups satisfying |cd21pGq| “ 2 (the symmetric group on 5 letters is the smallest one). For
p “ 3, we have that if G is the automorphism group of PSL2p27q, then |cd31pGq| “ 2, for instance.
We also remark that, for a given prime p, we can find examples of non-solvable groups G satisfy-
ing |cdp1pGq| “ 3. For instance, the alternating group on 5 letters, A5, satisfies that |cdp1pA5q| “ 3
for p “ 2, 3, 5. For p ą 5, we have that |cdp1pPGL2ppqq| “ 3.
Further, unlike many statements on character degrees, Theorem A does not immediately seem
to correspond to a dual statement for conjugacy classes. For instance, we observe that A5 has
exactly two conjugacy classes of size coprime to 5.
As in the case of the result of Berkovich, our proof of Theorem A uses the Classification of
Finite Simple Groups. In particular, we need the following result on simple groups.
Theorem B. Let S be a non-abelian simple group and let p ą 3 be a prime. Then there exist
nonlinear α, β P Irrp1pSq such that α extends to AutpSq, βp1q ∤ αp1q, and β is P -invariant for every
p-subgroup P ď AutpSq.
We obtain Theorem B as a corollary to the following stronger statement, after dealing with the
exceptions separately.
Theorem C. Let S be a non-abelian simple group and let p ą 3 be a prime dividing |S|. Assume
that S is not one of A5, A6 for p “ 5 or one of PSL2pqq,PSL
ǫ
3pqq, PSp4pqq, or
2B2pqq. Then there
exist two nontrivial characters α, β P Irrp1pSq such that αp1q ‰ βp1q and both α and β extend to
AutpSq.
This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we prove Theorem A assuming that Theorem
B is true and show that Theorem C (and hence Theorem B) holds for sporadic groups. In Section
3, we prove Theorem B for the alternating groups. Finally, in Section 4, we prove Theorem B for
simple groups of Lie type and we conclude by using the Classification of Finite Simple Groups.
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versations on this topic. They would also like to thank the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut
Oberwolfach and the organizers of the 2019 MFO workshop “Representations of Finite Groups”,
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2 Reduction to simple groups
In this section we assume Theorem B and we prove Theorem A. We will need the following result,
which is essentially Lemma 4.1 of [23]. We provide a proof for the reader’s convenience.
Lemma 2.1. Let Q be a finite group acting on a finite group N and suppose that N “ S1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆSt,
where the S1is are transitively permuted by Q. Let Q1 be the stabilizer of S1 in Q and let T “
ta1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , atu be a transversal for the right cosets of Q1 in Q with Si “ S
ai
1
. Let ψ P IrrpS1q be
Q1-invariant. Then
γ “ ψa1 ˆ ψa2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ψat P IrrpNq
is Q-invariant.
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Proof. First, we have that Q acts transitively on T , and we use the notation ai ¨ q to indicate the
unique element of T such that Q1paiqq “ Q1pai ¨ qq for ai P T and q P Q. Now notice that Q acts
on N as follows: if q P Q and Sqi “ Sj (that is, if ai ¨ q “ aj), then px1, ..., xtq
q “ py1, . . . , ytq, where
yj “ x
q
i . Let q P Q, and let σ P St be the permutation defined by ai ¨ q “ aσpiq, so x
q
i “ yσpiq. Then
γq
´1
px1, . . . , xtq “ pψ
a1 ˆ ψa2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ψatqq
´1
px1, . . . , xtq
“ ψa1py1q ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
atpytq
“ ψa1pxq
σ´1p1q
q ¨ ¨ ¨ψatpxq
σ´1ptq
q
“ ψa1q
´1
pxσ´1p1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
atq
´1
pxσ´1ptqq
“ ψa1¨q
´1
pxσ´1p1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
at¨q´1pxσ´1ptqq
“ ψaσ´1p1qpxσ´1p1qq ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
a
σ´1ptqpxσ´1ptqq
“ ψa1px1q ¨ ¨ ¨ψ
atpxtq
“ γpx1, . . . , xtq.
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a finite group and let p ą 3 be a prime. Suppose that |cdp1pGq| “ 2. Then
G is solvable.
Proof. We argue by induction on |G|. Write cdp1pGq “ t1,mu. LetN be a minimal normal subgroup
of G. Then either N is abelian or N is semisimple. It is clear that |cdp1pG{Nq| ď |cdp1pGq|. Hence
by induction and Proposition 9 of [1] we have that G{N is solvable.
Suppose that N “ S1 ˆ S2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ St where Si – S, a non-abelian simple group. Write
H “ NGpS1q and Si “ S
xi
1
, where G “
Ťt
i“iHxi is a disjoint union. By Theorem B, there
exist α P Irrp1pS1q with αp1q ‰ 1, extending to AutpS1q, and β P Irrp1pS1q P -invariant for every
p-subgroup P ď AutpS1q, with βp1q ∤ αp1q.
Now let θ “ αx1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ αxt P IrrpNq. By Lemma 5 of [2] we have that θ extends to G. Let
θ˜ P IrrpGq extending θ. Then θ˜p1q “ θp1q “ αp1qt is not divisible by p and hence, by hypothesis,
θ˜p1q “ m.
Let Q P SylppGq and write tT1, . . . , Tru for a set of representatives of the action of Q on
tS1, . . . , Stu, with T1 “ S1. Write OpTiq for the orbit of Ti under the action of Q. Rearrange
S1, S2, . . . , St in such a way that OpT1q “ tS1, S2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Sl1u, OpT2q “ tSl1`1, . . . , Sl2u, etc. Notice
that l1 ` l2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ lr “ t. Write N1 “ S1 ˆ S2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sl1 , N2 “ Sl1`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Sl2 , etc. Notice that Q
normalizes Ni and N “ N1 ˆN2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆNr.
Now, let U “ tq1, q2, . . . , ql1u be a transversal for the right cosets of Q1 “ Q XNGpS1q in Q
such that Sj “ S
qj
1
for j “ 1, 2, . . . , l1, and define γ1 P IrrpN1q as follows:
γ1 “ β
q1 ˆ βq2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ βql1 P IrrpN1q.
By Lemma 2.1 we have that γ1 is Q-invariant. If Ti “ S
xk
1
proceed analogously with βxk to define
γi P IrrpNiq (notice that β
xk is Qk-invariant, where Qk “ NGpS
xk
1
q XQ). By Lemma 2.1, we have
that γi is Q invariant for all i “ 1, 2, . . . , r.
Now, let
γ “ γ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ γr P IrrpNq.
We claim that γ is Q-invariant. Indeed, let q P Q and let n1n2 ¨ ¨ ¨nr P N , with ni P Ni. Since Q
normalizes Ni for all i, we have:
3
γqpn1n2 ¨ ¨ ¨ nrq “ γ
q
1
pn1qγ
q
2
pn2q ¨ ¨ ¨ γ
q
r pnrq “ γ1pn1q ¨ ¨ ¨ γrpnrq.
Notice that γp1q “ βp1qt and hence, γ P Irrp1pNq. Then gcdpopγqγp1q, |NQ : N |q “ 1 and since
γ is Q-invariant, we have that γ extends to γ˜ P IrrpNQq. Since γ˜p1q and |G : NQ| are not divisible
by p, there exists χ P IrrpG|γ˜q of p1-degree. But χ P IrrpG|γq, and hence γp1q | χp1q. Since γp1q ‰ 1,
we have that χp1q ‰ 1, and therefore χp1q “ m. Hence βp1qt “ γp1q divides χp1q “ m “ αp1qt,
and βp1q | αp1q. This contradiction shows that N is abelian and hence G is solvable.
The following is the second part of Theorem A.
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let p ą 3 be a prime. Suppose that |cdp1pGq| “ 2. Then
O
pp1pp1pGq “ 1.
Proof. Let K “ OppGq, L “ Op
1
pKq “ Opp
1
pGq, N “ OppLq “ Opp
1ppGq and W “ Op
1
pNq “
Opp
1pp1pGq, and write cdp1pGq “ t1,mu. Let W {X be a chief factor of G. Then W {X is a minimal
normal subgroup of G{X and since G is solvable, we have that W {X is abelian. Now, if a prime q,
different from p, divides |W : X|, we have thatW {X has a normal q-complement H{X and |W : H|
is not divisible by p, a contradiction with the fact that W “ Op
1
pNq. Hence W {X is a p-group.
Now, if X ą 1, since cdp1pG{Xq Ď cdp1pGq, by induction and Thompson’s theorem we have that
Opp
1pp1pG{Xq “ X and hence W “ X, a contradiction. Therefore we may assume that X “ 1.
Let Y be a complement of W in N . By the Frattini argument, we have that G “ NNGpY q “
WNGpY q. Since W is abelian, we have that CW pY q ⊳ G and then W XNGpY q “ CW pY q “ 1.
Hence W is complemented in G and by Problem 6.18 of [11], every λ P IrrpW q extends to Gλ.
Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G, let 1W “ λ1, λ2 . . . , λt be representatives of the action of P
on IrrpW q and let Oi be the P -orbit of λi. Then
1`
tÿ
i“2
|Oi|λip1q
2 “
tÿ
i“1
|Oi|λip1q
2 “
ÿ
λPIrrpW q
λp1q2 “ |W | ” 0 mod p.
Then there exists i ą 1 such that |Oi|λip1q
2 is not divisible by p. Since |Oi| “ |P : Pλi |, we have
that |Oi| “ 1 and hence there is 1W ‰ λ P IrrpW q P -invariant. Let T “ Gλ and let λˆ be an
extension of λ to T . Then λˆG P IrrpGq and λˆGp1q “ |G : T |. But P Ď T and hence |G : T | “ p1.
By hypothesis, |G : T | “ m.
If λ is N invariant, we have that
λpn´1w´1nwq “ λnpw´1qλpwq “ λp1q
and rN,W s Ď kerpλq. But rN,W s ⊳G and rN,W s Ď W . Since W is a minimal normal subgroup
of G we have that rN,W s “ W or rN,W s “ 1. If rN,W s “ 1, we have that rY,W s Ď rN,W s “ 1
and hence by Lemma 4.28 of [12] we have that W “ 1 and we are done. Thus we may assume that
rN,W s “W . Then W Ď kerpλq, which contradicts the fact that λ ‰ 1W . Hence N Ę T .
If cdp1pG{Nq “ t1u, by Thompson’s theorem we are done. Then we may assume that cdp1pG{Nq “
t1,mu. Let χ P IrrpG{Nq with χp1q “ m and let ǫ P IrrpTN{Nq lying under χ of p1-degree. Since
N Ď kerpǫq, we have that ǫT is irreducible and ρ “ ǫT λˆ P IrrpT |λq. Thus ρ
G P IrrpG|λq and
ρGp1q “ |G : T |ρp1q “ |G : T |ǫp1q
is not divisible by p. Then |G : T |ǫp1q “ m “ |G : T | and ǫ is linear. Now, since χ is an irreducible
constituent of ǫG we have that
m “ χp1q ď ǫGp1q “ |G : TN | ă |G : T | “ m.
This contradiction shows that W “ 1.
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We end this section with the following, which can be seen using the GAP Character Table
Library.
Proposition 2.4. Let S be a simple sporadic group or the Tits group 2F4p2q
1. Then Theorem C
holds for S.
3 Alternating Groups
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem B for alternating groups. We achieve this goal by
proving the slightly stronger Proposition 3.5.
We begin by recalling some basic facts in the representation theory of symmetric and alternating
groups. The irreducible characters of the symmetric group Sn are labelled by partitions of n. We let
Ppnq be the set of partitions of n. Given λ “ pλ1, . . . , λℓq P Ppnq, we denote by χ
λ the corresponding
irreducible character of Sn. We sometimes use the notation λ $ n to say that λ P Ppnq and we
use the symbol λ $p1 n to mean that χ
λ P Irrp1pSnq, for some prime number p. Given λ P Ppnq
we let λ1 be the conjugate partition of λ. We recall that the restriction to the alternating group
pχλqAn is irreducible if, and only if, λ ‰ λ
1 (see [14, Thm. 2.5.7]). Moreover, if λ, µ P Ppnq then
pχλqAn “ pχ
µqAn if, and only if, µ P tλ, λ
1u.
Given λ P Ppnq we denote by rλs its corresponding Young diagram. The node pi, jq of rλs lies
in row i and column j. As usual, we denote by hpi,jqpλq the hook-length corresponding to pi, jq.
We let Hpλq be the multiset of hook-lengths in λ. By the hook-length formula [14, Thm. 2.3.21]
we know that χλp1q “ n!p
ś
hPHpλq hq
´1.
Given e P N we let Hepλq be the multiset of hook-lenghts in Hpλq that are divisible by e. The
e-core Cepλq of λ is the partition of n ´ e|H
epλq| obtained from λ by successively removing hooks
of length e. A useful consequence of work of Macdonald [16] is stated here (see [9, Lemma 2.4] for
a short proof).
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a prime and let n be a natural number with p-adic expansion n “
řk
j“0 ajp
j.
Let λ be a partition of n. Then λ $p1 n if and only if |H
pkpλq| “ ak and Cpkpλq $p1 n´ akp
k.
We let Lpnq “ tλ P Ppnq | λ2 ď 1u. Elements of Lpnq are usually called hook partitions. We
denote by Lp1pnq the set consisting of all those hook partitions of n whose corresponding irreducible
character of Sn has degree coprime to p. In the following proposition we completely describe the
elements of Lp1pnq and we give a closed formula for |Lp1pnq|. This might be known to experts in
the area, but we were not able to find an appropriate reference in the literature.
Proposition 3.2. Let n P N and let n “
řk
j“1 ajp
nj be its p-adic expansion, where 0 ď n1 ă n2 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk and 1 ď aj ď p´ 1 for all j P t1, . . . , ku. Then
|Lp1pnq| “ a1p
n1 ¨
kź
j“2
paj ` 1q.
Moreover, for λ, µ P Lpnq we have that χλp1q “ χµp1q if and only if λ P tµ, µ1u.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k, the p-adic length of n. Suppose first that k “ 1. If n1 “ 0
then n “ a1 ă p and therefore |Lp1pnq| “ |Lpnq| “ a1. On the other hand, if n1 ą 0 and
λ P Lpnq then hp1,1qpλq “ n “ a1p
n1 . It follows that |Hp
n1 pλq| “ a1 and that Cpn1 pλq “ H. Using
Lemma 3.1 we conclude that λ P Lp1pnq and hence that Lpnq “ Lp1pnq. Therefore, we have that
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|Lp1pnq| “ a1p
n1 . Let us now assume that k ě 2. Let m :“ n ´ akp
nk and let γ P Lp1pmq. We
denote by Aγ the subset of Lp1pnq defined as follows:
Aγ “ tλ P Lp1pnq | Cpnk pλq “ γu.
Observing that the pnk -core of a hook partition is a hook partition and using Lemma 3.1 we deduce
that
Lp1pnq “
ď
γPLp1pmq
Aγ ,
where the above union is clearly disjoint. Given γ P Lp1pmq we notice that the set Aγ consists of
all those hook partitions of n that are obtained from γ by adding x-many pnk-hooks to the first
row of rγs and pak ´ xq-many to the first column of rγs. In particular
Aγ “ tλx | x P t0, 1, . . . , akuu, where λx “ pγ1 ` xp
nk , 1n´γ1´xp
nk q.
We conclude that |Aγ | “ ak ` 1, for all γ P Lp1pmq. This, combined to the inductive hypothesis
shows that:
|Lp1pnq| “ |Lp1pmq| ¨ pak ` 1q “
`
a1p
n1 ¨
k´1ź
j“2
paj ` 1q
˘
¨ pak ` 1q “ a1p
n1 ¨
kź
j“2
paj ` 1q.
The second statement is a consequence of a very well known fact. Namely that for λ “ pn ´
x, 1xq P Lpnq we have that χλp1q “
`
n´1
x
˘
. (This can be easily deduced from the hook length
formula).
Given a natural number n and S Ă Ppnq we let cdpSq “ tχλp1q | λ P Su. Moreover, we let
cdextp1 pAnq be the set consisting of all the degrees of irreducible characters of An of degree coprime
to p that extend to Sn. Here we find a lower bound to |cd
ext
p1 pAnq|.
Proposition 3.3. Let n P N. Then |cdextp1 pAnq| ě t|Lp1pnq|{2u.
Proof. A hook-partition λ P Lpnq is such that λ “ λ1 if and only if n is odd and λ “ ppn `
1q{2, 1pn´1q{2q. Moreover, the set Lp1pnq is clearly closed under conjugation of partitions. It follows
that ppn`1q{2, 1pn´1q{2q P Lp1pnq if and only if |Lp1pnq| is odd. Let S “ tλ P Lp1pnq | λ1 ą λ
1
1
u. The
above discussion shows that |S| “ t|Lp1pnq|{2u. The second statement of Proposition 3.2 implies
that |cdpSq| “ |S|. We observe that if λ P S then pχλqAn is irreducible of degree coprime to p and
clearly extends to Sn. In other words, pχ
λqAnp1q P cd
ext
p1 pAnq. Moreover, for λ, µ P S we have that
pχλqAnp1q “ pχ
µqAnp1q if and only if λ “ µ. Thus we conclude that |cd
ext
p1 pAnq| ě |cdpSq| “ |S| “
t|Lp1pnq|{2u, as desired.
In order to verify that Theorem C holds for alternating groups, we aim of to show that
|cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3, for all n ě 7. Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 give in most of the cases a much larger lower
bound than the one needed. In fact, Proposition 3.5 below is a consequence of these propositions,
together with the analysis of the cases where n P N is such that t|Lp1pnq|{2u ď 2.
The following facts are easy applications of the hook-length formula and are important to deal
with the few exceptional cases mentioned above.
Lemma 3.4. Let n, t, c P N be such that c P t2, 3u, n ě 4` c and 0 ď t ď n ´ 2c. Let λptq be the
partition of n defined as λptq :“ pn´ c´ t, c, 1tq P Ppnq. If 0 ď t ď tn´4´c
2
u, then
χλptqp1q ă χλpt`1qp1q.
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Proof. To ease the notation we let m :“ λptq1 “ n´c´t. The (strange) hypothesis 0 ď t ď t
n´4´c
2
u
is equivalent to say that λpt`1q1 ě pλpt`1q
1q1. In turn this is equivalent to say that 0 ď t ď m´4.
If c “ 2 then using the hook length formula we observe that
χλpt`1qp1q
χλtp1q
“
mpm´ 2qpt` 2q
pm´ 1qpt` 3qpt` 1q
ě
pm´ 2q2
pm´ 1q2
¨
m
m´ 3
ą 1,
where the first inequality is obtained by replacing t with m ´ 4. The proof of the statement for
c “ 3 is completely similar and therefore it is omitted.
We care to remark that a more general statement (with arbitrary c P N) does not hold, as for
instance is shown by the pair p6, 5, 1, 1q and p5, 5, 1, 1, 1q.
Proposition 3.5. Let n ě 7 be a natural number and let p ą 3 be a prime, then |cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3.
Proof. Let n “
řk
j“1 ajp
nj be the p-adic expansion of n, where 0 ď n1 ă n2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă nk and
1 ď aj ď p´ 1 for all j P t1, . . . , ku. Suppose that
n R t1 ` pn2 ` pn3 , 2` pn2 , 1` a2p
n2 | a2 P t1, 2, 3uu,
since n ě 7, then |cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3, by Propositions 3.2 and 3.3. To conclude the proof, we analize
the remaining cases one by one.
Suppose first that n “ 1` apk, for some a P t1, 2, 3u. Let t P N be such that 0 ď t ď tn´6
2
u and
let λptq “ pn´ 2´ t, 2, 1tq. Observe that λptq ‰ pλptqq1. By Lemma 3.4 we have that
1 ă χλp0qp1q ă χλp1qp1q ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă χλpt
n´6
2
uqp1q ă χλpt
n´6
2
u`1qp1q.
Moreover, since hp1,1qpλptqq “ ap
k and Cpkpλptqq “ p1q, then Lemma 3.1 implies that χ
λptq P
Irrp1pSnq, for all t P t0, 1, . . . , t
n´6
2
uu. Since n “ 1 ` apk ě 7 it follows that n ě 8 and hence that
tn´6
2
u ě 1. Since λptq is never equal to the trivial partition, we conclude that |cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3.
Let k, h P N be such that k ă h, and suppose that n “ 1` pk ` ph. To ease the notation we let
m “ 1` pk. By Lemma 3.1 it is easy to observe that
Pp1pmq “ tpp
k ´ t, 2, 1t´1q | t P t1, . . . , pk ´ 2uu Y tpmq, p1mqu.
Since p ě 5 we have that |Pp1pmq| ě 3. For each γ P Pp1pmq we let
λpγq :“ pγ1 ` p
h, γ2, . . . , γℓq P Ppnq.
Using Lemma 3.1 it is now routine to check that λpγq $p1 n. Moreover, since p
h ą m we have that
λpγq ‰ pλpγqq1 for all γ P Pp1pmq. Therefore, using again Lemma 3.4 we conclude that also in this
case |cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3.
Finally suppose that n “ 2` pk, for some k P N. Let t P N be such that 0 ď t ď tn´7
2
u and let
λptq “ pn´3´ t, 3, 1tq. Observe that λptq ‰ pλptqq1. Since hp1,1qpλptqq “ p
k and Cpkpλptqq “ p2q, by
Lemma 3.1 we deduce that χλptq P Irrp1pSnq, for all t P t0, 1, . . . , t
n´7
2
uu. If pk ‰ 5 then n ě 9 and
hence tn´7
2
u ě 1. Since λptq is never equal to the trivial partition, using Lemma 3.4 we conclude
that |cdextp1 pAnq| ě 3. If p
k “ 5 then direct verfication shows that |cdextp1 pA7q| ě 3.
We are now ready to prove Theorem B.
Corollary 3.6. Theorem B holds for all simple non-abelian alternating groups.
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Proof. Let n ě 5. Since p ą 3 a Sylow p-group P of AutpAnq is necessarily contained in An.
Hence all irreducible characters of An are P -invariant. With this in mind, we observe that for all
n ě 7 Theorem B follows from Proposition 3.5. If n “ 5 then (in accordance with the notation
used in the statement of Theorem B) we choose α “ pχp4,1qqA5 and β an irreducible constituent of
pχp3,1,1qqA5 . Similarly for n “ 6 we observe that Theorem B holds by choosing α “ pχ
p4,2qqA6 and
β an irreducible constituent of pχp3,2,1qqA6 .
4 Simple Groups of Lie Type
Throughout this section, we will adopt the following notation. Let S be a simple group of Lie type,
by which we mean that there is a simply connected simple linear algebraic group G defined over
Fq such that S “ G{ZpGq, where G :“ G
F is the group of fixed points of G under a Steinberg
endomorphism F . Here Fq is an algebraic closure of the field Fq with q elements, and q is a power
of some prime. We further write G˚ “ pG˚qF
˚
, where pG˚, F ˚q is dual to pG, F q.
We denote by ι : G ãÑ rG a regular embedding, as in [5, Chapter 15], and let ι˚ : rG˚ ։ G˚
be the dual surjection of algebraic groups. When F is a Frobenius endomorphism, we may extend
F to a Frobenius endomorphism on rG, which we also denote by F , and we let rG :“ rGF andrG˚ :“ p rG˚qF˚ be the corresponding group of Lie type and its dual, respectively. Then G⊳ rG and
the automorphisms of G are generated by the inner automorphisms of rG (known as inner-diagonal
automorphisms of G) together with graph and field automorphisms.
When G is of type An´1, we use the notation PSL
ǫ
npqq with ǫ P t˘1u to denote PSLnpqq for
ǫ “ 1 and PSUnpqq for ǫ “ ´1. We will also use the corresponding notation for SL
ǫ
npqq,GL
ǫ
npqq,
and PGLǫnpqq.
The goal of this section is to prove the following, which is Theorem B for groups of Lie type.
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a simple group of Lie type defined over Fq and let p ą 3 be a prime
dividing |S|. Assume that S is not one of PSL2pqq,PSL
ǫ
3pqq, PSp4pqq, or
2B2pqq. Then there exist
two nontrivial characters χ1, χ2 P Irrp1pSq such that χ1p1q ‰ χ2p1q and both χ1 and χ2 extend to
AutpSq.
To deal with the exceptions in Theorem 4.1, we prove the following, which is Theorem C.
Theorem 4.2. Let S be a simple group of Lie type defined over Fq and let p ą 3 be a prime dividing
|S|. Then there exist two nontrivial characters χ1, χ2 P Irrp1pSq such that χ2p1q ∤ χ1p1q, χ1 extends
to AutpSq, and χ2 is invariant under every p-group of AutpSq.
4.1 Defining Characteristic
We begin by fixing some notation for this section. Let q “ pa be a power of a prime p ą 3. We fix
a :“ pb ¨m where pm, pq “ 1, b ě 0, and m ě 1. In what follows, it will be useful to consider certain
elements of F
ˆ
q . For a positive integer n, we will denote by ζn an element of order p
n´ 1 in F
ˆ
q and
by ξn an element of order p
n ` 1 in F
ˆ
q . In particular, ζ1 P F
ˆ
p Ď F
ˆ
q , ζm P F
ˆ
q , and ξm P F
ˆ
q2
zFˆq .
We also have ξ1 P F
ˆ
q2
and further ξ1 P F
ˆ
q if and only if q is a square.
4.1.1 Establishing the Basic Strategy
Suppose that F is a Frobenius map. In what follows, we will often proceed following ideas like those
in [25, Theorem 4.5(4)] and [26, Proposition 6.4] to construct characters of S “ G{ZpGq satisfying
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our desired properties, using characters of rG. Namely, if s is a semisimple element of rG˚, there exists
a unique so-called semisimple character rχs of p1-degree associated to the rG˚-conjugacy class of s,
and rχsp1q “ r rG˚ : C rG˚psqsp1 . If further s P r rG˚, rG˚s, then rχs is trivial on Zp rGq, using [22, Lemma
4.4]. Furthermore, the number of irreducible constituents of χ :“ rχs|G is exactly the number of
irreducible characters θ P Irrp rG{Gq satisfying rχsθ “ rχs, and we have Irrp rG{Gq “ trχz | z P Zp rG˚qu
and Ep rG, sqrχz “ Ep rG, szq for such z P Zp rG˚q, by [7, 13.30]. Then χ is irreducible if and only if s is
not rG˚-conjugate to sz for any nontrivial z P Zp rG˚q. Finally, if ϕ P Autp rGq and ϕ˚ : rG˚ Ñ rG˚ is
dual to ϕ, then [24, Corollary 2.4] tells us that χϕs “ χϕ˚psq.
Therefore, in the context of proving Theorem 4.1, we will be interested in showing that there
exist two nontrivial semisimple elements s1, s2 P rG˚ such that:
(1) s1, s2 are contained in r rG˚, rG˚s;
(2) for i “ 1, 2, si is not conjugate to siz for any nontrivial z P Zp rG˚q;
(3) the rG˚-classes of s1 and s2 are Autp rG˚q-invariant; and
(4) |C rG˚ps1q|p1 ‰ |C rG˚ps2q|p1 .
In the context of Theorem 4.2, we will need to replace (3) and (4) with:
(3’) the rG˚-class of s1 is Autp rG˚q-invariant and that of s2 is fixed by p-elements of Autp rG˚q; and
(4’) |C rG˚ps1q|p1 ∤ |C rG˚ps2q|p1 .
4.1.2 The Proofs in Defining Characteristic
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a simple group of Lie type defined in characteristic p ą 3 not in the
list of exclusions of Theorem 4.1. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds for S and p.
Proof. First assume S is one of G2pqq, F4pqq, or
3D4pqq. The character degrees in these cases are
available at [15], and the generic character tables are available in CHEVIE [8]. Here AutpSq{S is
cyclic generated by a field automorphism, so characters extend to AutpSq if and only if they are
invariant under AutpSq. In the case of G2pqq, there is a unique character of degree pq
4 ` q2 ` 1q
and a unique character of degree pq3 ` ǫq, where ǫ “ ˘1 is such that q ” ǫ pmod 6q, so the
statement holds for G2pqq. Similarly, F4pqq has a unique character of degree pq
8 ` q4 ` 1q and a
unique character of degree pq2 ` 1qpq4 ` 1qpq8 ` q4 ` 1q. Since 3D4pqq has a unique character of
degree pq8 ` q4 ` 1q, it suffices in this case to find another member of Irrp1pSq invariant under field
automorphisms. Taking k to be such that γk P Fˆp , where γ generates F
ˆ
q , this is accomplished by
χ13pkq in CHEVIE notation, which has degree pq ` 1qpq
8 ` q4 ` 1q.
Hence we may assume S is not in the above list, and by Section 3, we may assume that S is not
isomorphic to an alternating group. Also note that we may assume G does not have an exceptional
Schur multiplier. Let D ď Autp rGq be as in [27, Notation 3.1], so that D is generated by appropriate
graph and field automorphisms and AutpGq is generated by D and the inner automorphisms of rG.
Since r rG : Gs is coprime to p, we see by Clifford theory that the set of members of Irrp rGq
lying above members of Irrp1pGq is exactly the set Irrp1p rGq. By [27, Proposition 3.4], for every
rχ P Irrp1p rGq, there is a character χ0 P IrrpG|rχq such that p rG ¸Dqχ0 “ rGχ0 ¸Dχ0 and χ0 extends
to G¸Dχ0 . Further, if rχ|G “ χ0 and rχ is D-invariant, it further follows that χ0 extends to rG¸D,
following the proof of [27, Lemma 2.13], since the factor set constructed there for the projective
representation of p rG¸Dqχ0 extending χ0 is trivial in this case.
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Hence it suffices to show that there exist D-invariant rχ1, rχ2 P Irrp1p rGq that are trivial on ZpGq,
have different degrees, and satisfy that rχ1|G and rχ2|G are irreducible. In particular, it suffices to
find s1 and s2 as described in Section 4.1.1 satisfying conditions (1)-(4). For condition (2), we note
that by [3, Corollary 2.8(a)], it suffices to show that CG˚pι
˚psiqq are connected, and hence by [19,
Exercise 20.16(c)], to choose si such that p|si|, |ZpGq|q “ 1.
First, suppose that G is not of type Aℓ. Let Φ and ∆ :“ tα1, α2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , αℓu be a system of roots
and simple roots, respectively, for rG˚ with respect to a maximal torus rT˚, following the standard
model described in [10, Remark 1.8.8]. Note that we may assume that |∆| ě 3 if Φ is type Bℓ or
Cℓ, |∆| ě 4 if Φ is type Dℓ, and otherwise Φ is type E6, E7, or E8. Further, our assumptions imply
that if the Dynkin diagram for Φ has a nontrivial graph automorphism, then all members of ∆
have the same length and that automorphism has order 2 unless Φ is of type D4.
Given α P Φ, let hα denote the corresponding coroot, following the notation of [10]. Notice that
for α P Φ and t P F
ˆ
q , we have hαptq P r
rG˚, rG˚s. (See, for example, [10, Theorem 1.10.1(a)].) Let
δ P Fˆp be such that |δ| is prime to |ZpGq|, if possible. Otherwise, we have G is type E7, Bℓ, Cℓ, or
Dℓ and p ´ 1 is a power of 2. (Note that if G is type E6, and p ´ 1 is a power of 3, then p “ 2,
contradicting our assumption that p ą 3). In these latter cases, let δ be an element of Fˆ
p2
with
order prime to |ZpGq| dividing p` 1.
We define s1
1
:“ hα1pδqhα2pδq ¨ ¨ ¨ hαℓ´1pδqhαℓpδq. Let β be a member of ∆ as follows. For Φ
of type E6, E7, or E8, let β :“ α4. If Φ is of type Cℓ or Dℓ, let β :“ αℓ. If Φ is type Bℓ, let
β :“ α1. Let s
1
2
:“ hβpδq for Φ not of type Dℓ; s
1
2
:“ hαℓpδqhαℓ´1pδq for Φ of type Dℓ with ℓ ě 5;
and s1
2
:“ hα1pδqhα3pδqhα4pδq for Φ of type D4. Note then that for i “ 1, 2, s
1
i is fixed under graph
automorphisms and p|s1i|, |ZpGq|q “ 1.
If δ P Fˆq , we see that the s
1
i are F
˚-fixed, and we write si :“ s
1
i. Otherwise, the elements
α1 ` . . . ` αℓ and β are members of Φ, and in the case of Dℓ, we have αℓ ` αℓ´1 “ 2eℓ´1 and for
ℓ “ 4, α1 ` α3 ` α4 “ e1 ´ e2 ` 2e3. In the first case, let 9w P N rG˚prT
˚
q induce the corresponding
reflection in the Weyl group of rG˚. In the case of αℓ ` αℓ´1 in type Dℓ, we may take 9w to be the
product of members of N rG˚prT
˚
q inducing the reflections in the Weyl group of rG˚ for αℓ and αℓ´1,
and similarly for α1 ` α3 ` α4 in the case of D4. In any case, we have si :“ s
1g
i is F
˚-fixed, where
g P rG˚ satisfies g´1F ˚pgq “ 9w. (Note that such a g exists by the Lang-Steinberg theorem.) Hence
s1 and s2 are members of r rG˚, rG˚s.
Further, we have constructed s1 and s2 to be fixed under graph automorphisms and such that
|C rG˚ps1q|p1 ‰ |C rG˚ps2q|p1 . The latter can be seen by analyzing the root information in [10] and
using the fact that C rG˚psiq has root system Φsi where Φsi consists of α P Φ with αpsiq “ 1 (see
[7, Proposition 2.3]). Let Fp denote a generating field automorphism such that Fpphαptqq “ hαpt
pq
for α P Φ and t P F
ˆ
q . Then for i “ 1, 2, s
1
i is
rG˚-conjugate to Fpps1iq, taking for example 9w as the
conjugating element when s1i ‰ Fpps
1
iq. Hence si is also
rG˚-conjugate to Fppsiq. Since the CG˚psiq
are connected, this yields that the si are rG˚-conjugate to Fppsiq, using [7, (3.25)]. Then s1 and s2
are semisimple elements satisfying (1)-(4), as desired.
Now let Φ be of type An´1, so that rG – rG˚ – GLǫnpqq, G – r rG˚, rG˚s “ SLǫnpqq, and G˚ –
PGLǫnpqq, with ǫ P t˘1u and n ě 4. If pp, ǫq ‰ p5,`1q, let δ P Cp´ǫ, viewed as a subgroup of Fq2 ,
be such that δ “ ζ1 in case ǫ “ 1 and δ “ ξ1 in case ǫ “ ´1. Note that |δ| ą 4, from the conditions
on p. If pp, ǫq “ p5,`1q, let δ be an element of order 6 in F25. Then in any case, we have δ chosen
such that |δ| ą 4.
Recall that the class of a semisimple element in GLǫnpqq is determine by its eigenvalues. Let
s1 P rG˚ have eigenvalues tδ, δ´1, 1, 1, . . . , 1u and s2 have eigenvalues tδ, δ, δ´1 , δ´1, 1, . . . , 1u. Then
C rG˚ps1q – GLǫn´2pqq ˆ GLǫ1pqq2 and C rG˚ps2q – GLǫn´4pqq ˆ GLǫ2pqq2, unless ǫ “ ´1 and q is
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square or pp, ǫq “ p5,`q and q is nonsquare, in which case C rG˚ps1q – GLǫn´2pqq ˆ GL1pq2q and
C rG˚ps2q – GLǫn´4pqqˆGL2pq2q. In any case, we therefore have |C rG˚ps1q|p1 ‰ |C rG˚ps2q|p1 . Since the
graph automorphism acts via inverse-transpose on GLnpqq and the generating field automorphism
acts on semisimple elements by raising the eigenvalues to the power of p, we see that the rG˚-classes
of s1 and s2 are each Autp rG˚q-invariant. Further, as s1 and s2 have determinant 1, they are
contained in r rG˚, rG˚s “ SLǫnpqq.
Now, in this case, Zp rG˚q is comprised of matrices of the form µ ¨ In, where µ is an element of
Cq´ǫ, viewed as a subgroup of Fq2 . Since |δ| ‰ 2, we see by comparing eigenvalues that s1 cannot
be conjugate to s1z for any nontrivial z P Zp rG˚q. Now, if s2z is conjugate to some z P Zp rG˚q,
then there is some µ as above such that δµ “ δ´1 and δ´1µ “ δ, except possibly if n “ 6, in
which case δµ “ 1 is another possibility. In the latter case, µ “ δ´1, so s2z has eigenvalues
t1, 1, δ´2, δ´2, δ´1, δ´1u, so we must have δ´2 “ δ, contradicting |δ| ą 4. Hence we are in the case
δµ “ δ´1 and δ´1µ “ δ. Then µ “ δ´2 “ δ2, again contradicting |δ| ą 4. Hence in all cases, we
have exhibited the desired elements s1, s2 P rG˚, and the proof is complete.
We remark that the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 fails for PSL2pqq and PSL3pqq when q is a square.
Indeed, in these cases, the only option for Autp rG˚q-invariant semisimple classes of rG˚ would be
comprised of elements with eigenvalues tδ, δ´1u and tδ, δ´1,˘1u, respectively, where δp “ δ or δ´1.
If q is a square, both options would yield δ P Fq, so all corresponding semisimple characters have
the same degree. However, we can show the following:
Lemma 4.4. Let S – PSL2pqq, PSL
ǫ
3pqq, or PSp4pqq with q a power of a prime p ą 3. Then the
conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for S and p. Moreover, if q is not square and further p ‰ 5 in the
case of PSL2pqq, then the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds for S and p.
Proof. Note that since p ą 3, the graph and diagonal automorphisms are not in a p-subgroup of
AutpSq. In particular, the only p-elements of D are induced from field automorphisms of p-power
order. Arguing as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, it suffices to show that there are two semisimple
elements s1, s2 of rG˚ satisfying conditions (1), (2), (3’), and (4’) from Section 4.1.1. Throughout
the proof, let q “ pa where a “ pbm with pm, pq “ 1.
(i) First suppose that p ą 5 and S – PSL2pqq. Note that since p ą 5, both ζ1 and ξm have order
larger than 4. Let s1 P rG˚ have eigenvalues tζ1, ζ´11 u, and s2 have eigenvalues tξm, ξ´1m u. Then
s1 and s2 satisfy conditions (1), (2), (3’), and (4’) from Section 4.1.1. Here C rG˚ps1q – GL1pqq2,
C rG˚ps2q – GL1pq2q, and the corresponding semisimple characters have degrees χ1p1q “ q ` 1 and
χ2p1q “ q ´ 1, respectively. This proves the first statement when p ą 5 and S – PSL2pqq.
(ii) Next let p “ 5 and S – PSL2pqq. First suppose m ą 1. Here we may take s1 P rG˚ to have
eigenvalues tξ1, ξ
´1
1
u, and take s2 to have eigenvalues tζm, ζ
´1
m u if 2 ∤ m and eigenvalues tξm, ξ
´1
m u
if 2|m. Then if 2 ∤ m, we have C rG˚ps1q – GL1pq2q and C rG˚ps2q – GL1pqq2. When 2 | m, the
centralizers of s1 and s2 are reversed. In either case, however, we obtain χ1 and χ2 satisfying the
required conditions, as above.
Now let m “ 1, so q “ 55
b
. Then q ” 1 pmod 4q and q ” ´1 pmod 3q. We obtain an
AutpSq-invariant character χ1 constructed using s1 as in the case in the previous paragraph. Here
χ1p1q “ q ´ 1. Further, we see from the generic character table that there is a character of degree
pq ` 1q{2 which is invariant under every field automorphism, completing the proof of the first
statement for PSL2pqq.
(iii) Now let S be PSLǫ3pqq, with p ě 5. Notice that an element s P
rG˚ with eigenvalues tδ, δ´1, 1u
with |δ| ě 4 cannot be conjugate to sz for any nontrivial z P Zp rG˚q, as then the sets tδ, δ´1, 1u and
tδµ, δ´1µ, µu are the same for some µ P Cq´ǫ, yielding δ
3 “ 1. Note |ζ1| ě 4 since p ě 5. Hence we
may construct s1 and s2 analogously to case (i) above. Namely, let s1 have eigenvalues tζ1, ζ
´1
1
, 1u,
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and let s2 have eigenvalues tξm, ξ
´1
m , 1u. Then s1 and s2 satisfy properties (1),(2),(3’),(4’) of Section
4.1.1. Here C rG˚ps1q – GL1pqq3 in case ǫ “ 1, and C rG˚ps1q – GL1pq2q ˆ GU1pqq in case ǫ “ ´1.
Further, C rG˚ps2q – GL1pq2qˆGL1pqq in case ǫ “ 1 and C rG˚ps2q – GU1pqq3 in case ǫ “ ´1. Hence
χ1p1q “ pq ` 1qpq
2 ` ǫq ` 1q and χ2p1q “ pq ´ 1qpq
2 ` ǫq ` 1q.
(iv) Now let S “ PSp4pqq. The character table of G “ Sp4pqq and of rG “ CSp4pqq are available
in [28] and [4], respectively. From this we see that the characters in the families χ8pkq and χ6pℓq
with k P t1, ..., pq ´ 3q{2u, ℓ P t1, ...., pq ´ 1q{2u in the notation of [28], with degrees pq ` 1qpq2 ` 1q
and pq ´ 1qpq2 ` 1q, respectively, contain ZpGq in the kernel and extend to rG. Further, comparing
notations shows these extensions are invariant under the same field automorphisms as the characters
of G. Choosing k and ℓ such that γk “ ζ1 and η
ℓ “ ξm, where γ generates F
ˆ
q and η generates
the cyclic group of size q ` 1 in Fˆ
q2
, we see that χ1 :“ χ8pkq and χ2 :“ χ6pℓq satisfy the desired
properties.
(v) Finally, let q be nonsquare, and further assume p ą 5 in the case S – PSL2pqq. Let s1 be
as in part (i) in the case PSL2pqq and as in part (iii) for PSL
ǫ
3pqq. Let s2 in rG˚ have eigenvalues
tξ1, ξ
´1
1
u or tξ1, ξ
´1
1
, 1u, respectively. In this case ξ1 P F
ˆ
q2
zFˆq has order larger than 4. These
elements satisfy conditions (1)-(4) discussed in Section 4.1.1. In particular, when S – PSL2pqq, the
semisimple characters corresponding to s1 and s2 have degrees q` 1 and q´ 1, respectively. When
S – PSLǫ3pqq, the semisimple characters corresponding to s1 and s2 have degrees pq`1qpq
2` ǫq`1q
and pq ´ 1qpq2 ` ǫq ` 1q, respectively. Then in these cases, as in the proof of Proposition 4.3, the
conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds.
Now let S “ PSp4pqq. Here we let χ1 be as in (iv), and let χ2 be the character χ6pℓq, where ℓ
is now chosen so that ηℓ “ ξ1 is a p ` 1 root of unity in Fq2zFq. Then χ1 and χ2 both extend to
AutpSq and have different degrees, completing the proof.
4.2 Non-Defining Characteristic
In this section, we address the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 in the case p ∤ q.
Proposition 4.5. Let S be a simple group of Lie type defined over Fq not in the list of exclusions
of Theorem 4.1, and let p ą 3 be a prime dividing |S| but not dividing q. Or let S “ 2B2pq
2q where
q2 :“ 22m`1 and let p ą 3 be a prime dividing |S| but not dividing q2 ´ 1. Then the conclusion of
Theorem 4.1 holds for S and p.
Proof. By [18, Theorem 2.4], every unipotent character of S extends to its inertia group in AutpSq,
so it suffices to find two unipotent characters with different degrees in Irrp1pSq that are invariant
under AutpSq. Since the Steinberg character StS is one such character, we aim to exhibit another
nontrivial unipotent character of p1-degree invariant under AutpSq.
Further, [18, Theorem 2.5], yields that every unipotent character of S is invariant under AutpSq
unless S is a specifically stated exception for one of Dnpqq with n even, B2pqq with q even, G2pqq
with q a power of 3, or F4pqq with q even.
The unipotent characters of classical groups are indexed by partitions in case of type An´1 and
2An´1 and by “symbols” in the other types. Discussions of these symbols and the corresponding
character degrees are available in [6, Section 13.8]. In Table 1, we list two unipotent characters for
each classical type that extend to AutpSq by [18, Theorems 2.4 and 2.5]. Further, p ą 3 cannot
divide the degree of both characters listed simultaneously, which can be seen, for example, by an
application of [17, Lemma 5.2]. Hence taking χ1 “ StS and χ2 the character listed whose degree is
not divisible by p, the desired statement holds in the case of classical types.
Similarly, for groups of exceptional type, Suzuki and Ree groups, and 3D4pqq, by observing the
explicit list of unipotent character degrees in [6, Section 13.9], we see that there is likewise always a
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Table 1
Type Partition/Symbol indexing χ χp1qq1
An´1, n ě 4 p1, n´ 1q
q
n´1´1
q´1
p2, n´ 2q pq
n´1qpqn´3´1q
pq´1qpq2´1q
2An´1, n ě 4 p1, n´ 1q
q
n´1´p´1qn´1
q`1
p2, n´ 2q pq
n´p´1qnqpqn´3´p´1qn´3q
pq`1qpq2´1q
Bn or Cn, n ě 3 or n “ 2 and q odd
`
1 n
0
˘ pqn´1´1qpqn`1q
2pq´1q`
0 n
1
˘ pqn´1`1qpqn´1q
2pq´1q
B2 with q a power of 2
`
0 1 2
´
˘
pq ´ 1q2{2`
0 2
1
˘
pq ` 1q2{2
Dn, n ě 5
`
n´1
1
˘ pqn´1qpqn´2`1q
q2´1`
1 n
0 1
˘ pqn´1`1qpqn´1´1q
q2´1
D4
`
1 3
0 2
˘ pq`1q3pq3`1q
2`
1 2
0 3
˘ pq2`1q2pq2`q`1q
2
2Dn, n ě 4
`
1 n´1
´
˘ pqn`1qpqn´2´1q
q2´1`
0 1 n
1
˘ pqn´1`1qpqn´1´1q
q2´1
second unipotent character with degree not divisible by p, except in the case of 2B2pq
2q or 2G2pq
2q
with p|pq2 ´ 1q. Further, these can again be chosen not to be one of the exceptions listed in [18,
Theorem 2.5]. When S “ 2G2pq
2q and p | pq2 ´ 1q, we may consider instead the unique character
of degree q4 ´ q2 ` 1, which must be invariant under AutpSq, and hence extends since AutpSq{S is
cyclic.
Together, note that Propositions 4.3 and 4.5 prove Theorem 4.1. We also note the following,
which follows from the proof of Lemma 4.4 and ideas from Proposition 4.5, together with the fact
that PSLǫ3pqq has a unipotent character of degree qpq ` ǫq.
Lemma 4.6. Let p ą 3 be a prime and let S – PSL2pqq or PSL
ǫ
3pqq be simple with q a power of a
prime r ą 3, where r ‰ p. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for S and p. Moreover, the
conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds for S and p in the following situations:
• S “ PSL2pqq, r ą 5, and p ∤ pq ` 1q or q is not square;
• S “ PSL3pqq and p ∤ pq ` 1q or q is not square;
• S “ PSU3pqq.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need to consider 2B2p2
2n`1q, PSL2pqq, and PSL
ǫ
3pqq
when q is a power of 2 or 3 and p ∤ q. These are treated in the next two Lemmas.
Lemma 4.7. Let p ą 3 be a prime and let S – PSL2pqq or PSL
ǫ
3pqq be simple with q a power of 2
or 3. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for S and p.
Proof. Let r P t2, 3u. Note that we omit the cases PSL2prq, since S is simple. As before, we take
χ1 “ StS , and show that there exists χ2 satisfying the desired properties.
First suppose that q “ rp
b
for some positive integer b. Notice then that p ∤ pq2 ´ 1q. Indeed,
otherwise we have p|Φ2pcprq or p|Φpcprq for some nonnegative integer c, and hence by [17, Lemma
13
5.2], we have r has order 1, 2, or a power of p modulo p. Since the latter is impossible, it follows
that p | pr2 ´ 1q, which is impossible since p ą 3 and r ď 3. If S “ PSLǫ3pqq, we may take χ2 to be
the unipotent character of degree q2 ` ǫq, and in fact the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds in this
case using [18, Theorems 2.4 & 2.5]. In the case S “ PSL2pqq and r “ 3, we have q ” ´1 pmod 4q,
and we may take χ2 to be a character of degree pq´1q{2, which is fixed by the field automorphisms.
In the case r “ 2 and S – PSL2pqq, let s P rG˚ have eigenvalues tδ, δ´1u where |δ| “ 3. Then the
corresponding semisimple character of rG restricts to SL2pqq – PSL2pqq irreducibly, is fixed by field
automorphisms, and has degree q ˘ 1. Letting χ2 be the corresponding irreducible character of S,
we are done in this case.
So we may assume q “ ra where r P t2, 3u, and a “ pbm with m ą 1 and pm, pq “ 1. Let
S “ PSLǫ3pqq. If p ∤ pq ` ǫq, we may again take χ2 to be the unipotent character of degree q
2 ` ǫq,
and the conclusion of Theorem 4.1 holds. So assume that p | pq`ǫq. Arguing similarly to above, we
see that this excludes the case pr,mq “ p2, 2q if ǫ “ ´1, so we may further assume pr,mq ‰ p2, 2q
if ǫ “ ´1. Taking s P rG˚ to have eigenvalues tδ, δ´1, 1u with |δ| “ rm ` ǫ, we may argue as before
to obtain a character χ2 of S with degree pq ´ ǫqpq
2 ` ǫq ` 1q, which is not divisible by p, that is
invariant under every p-element of AutpSq.
Now let S “ PSL2pqq. Then taking si P rG˚ for i “ 1, 2 to have eigenvalues tδi, δ´1i u, with
|δ1| “ r
m ´ 1 and |δ2| “ r
m ` 1, we obtain characters with degree pq ` 1q and pq ´ 1q of S that are
invariant under p-elements of AutpSq. Since p ą 3 cannot divide both of these character degrees,
we may make an appropriate choice for χ2, which completes the proof.
Lemma 4.8. Let S be a simple Suzuki group 2B2pq
2q with q2 “ 22n`1 and let p ą 3 be a prime
dividing q2 ´ 1. Then the conclusion of Theorem 4.2 holds for S and p.
Proof. As before, we may take χ1 to be the Steinberg character. Now, since AutpSq{S is cyclic
of size 2n ` 1, generated by field automorphisms, it suffices to exhibit a character χ2 with degree
coprime to p that is invariant under field automorphisms of p-power order. Let 2n` 1 “ pbm with
pm, pq “ 1. Arguing as in Lemma 4.7, we see m ą 1, since p|pq2 ´ 1q. Hence letting s be such
that γs has order 2m ´ 1, where γ has order q2 ´ 1, we may take χ2 to be the character χ5psq in
CHEVIE notation. Then χ2 has degree q
4 ` 1 and is invariant under p-elements of AutpSq.
Theorem 4.2 now follows by combining Lemmas 4.4, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 with Theorem 4.1, which
completes the proofs of Theorems A-C.
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